This paper proposes a new task of cross-document event extraction and tracking and its evaluation metrics. We identify important person entities which are frequently involved in events as 'centroid entities'. Then we link the events involving the same centroid entity along a time line. We also present a system performing this task and our current approaches to address the main research challenges. We demonstrate that global inference from background knowledge and cross-document event aggregation are crucial to enhance the performance. This new task defines several extensions to the traditional single-document Information Extraction paradigm beyond 'slot filling'.
Introduction
Consider a user monitoring or browsing a multi-source news feed, with assistance from an Information Extraction (IE) system. Various events are evolving, updated, repeated and corrected in different documents; later information may override earlier more tentative or incomplete facts. In this environment, traditional singledocument IE would be of little value; a user would be confronted by thousands of unconnected events with tens of thousands of arguments. Add to this the fact that the extracted results contain unranked, redundant and erroneous facts and some crucial facts are missing, and it's not clear whether these IE results are really beneficial. How can we take proper advantage of the power of extraction to aid news analysis? In this paper we define a new cross-document IE task beyond 'slot filling' to generate more coherent, salient, complete and concise facts.
A high-coherence text has fewer conceptual gaps and thus requires fewer inferences and less prior knowledge, rendering the text easier to understand [1] . In our task, coherence is the extent to which the relationships between the events in the documents can be made explicit. We aim to provide a more coherent presentation by linking events based on shared arguments. In the news from a certain period some entities are more central than others; we propose to identify these centroid entities, and then link the events involving the same centroid entity on a time line. In this way we provide coherent event chains so that users can more efficiently review and analyze events, such as tracking a person's movement activities and trends. This will offer a richer set of views than is possible with document clustering for summarization or with topic tracking.
To sum up, the specific goals of this paper are to: • Formulate a tractable but challenging task of crossdocument IE, producing a product useful for browsing, analysis, and search; • Propose a set of metrics for this task;
• Present a first cut at a system for performing this task;
• Lay out the potential research challenges and suggest some directions for improving this system's performance.
Traditional Single-document IE and Its Limitations
We shall start by illustrating, through the ACE 1 event extraction task, the limitations of traditional singledocument IE.
Terminology and Task
ACE defines the following terminology: entity: an object or a set of objects in one of the semantic categories of interest, e.g. persons, locations, organizations. mention: a reference to an entity (typically, a noun phrase) relation: one of a specified set of relationships between a pair of entities. event: a specific occurrence involving participants, including 8 types of events, with 33 subtypes; for the purpose of this paper, we will treat these simply as 33 distinct event types. event mention: a phrase or sentence within which an event is described. event trigger: the main word which most clearly expresses an event occurrence. event argument: an entity involved in an event with some specific role. event time: an exact date normalized from time expressions and a role to indicate that an event occurs before/after/within the date. 
Evaluation Metrics
As for other ACE tasks, the ACE 2005 official evaluation scorer can produce an overall score called "ACE value" for event extraction. However, most of the ACE event extraction literature (e.g. [3] ; [4] ) used a simpler argument-based F-measure to evaluate ACE event extraction, and we will adapt this measure to our task.
Limitations
In the ACE single-document event extraction task, each event mention is extracted from a single sentence. The results are reasonably useful for hundreds of documents. However, when we apply the same system to process much larger corpora, the net result is a very large collection of events which are: (1) Unconnected. Related events (for example, "Tony Blair's foreign trips) appear unconnected and unordered.
(2) Unranked. Event mentions are presented in the order in which they appear in the corpus and considered equally important. It will be beneficial to rank the myriad events by some salience criteria. Centroid-based multidocument text summarization (e.g. [5] ; [6] ) detects the 'centroid' words that are statistically important to a cluster of documents, and then ranks sentences by incorporating centroid word confidence values. We will adopt the same strategy to rank event arguments. (3) Redundant. More critically, many events are frequently repeated in different documents. Crossdocument event aggregation is essential, in order to enable the users to access novel information more rapidly.
(4) Erroneous and Incomplete. Like many other NLP applications, ACE event extraction systems faced a 'performance ceiling', --they barely exceeded 50% Fscore on argument labeling. Some extraction errors came from limitations on the use of facts already extracted from other documents because of the single-document extraction paradigm.
A New Cross-document IE Task
As one initial attempt to address the limitations as described above, we shall propose a cross-document IE task. Since this task is quite new to the IE community, there is no baseline system covering all the aspects for comprehensive comparison. Therefore it is valuable to develop new task standards (section 3.1) and scoring metrics (section 3.2). We shall elaborate the motivations for these changes over the traditional IE task.
Terminology and Task Definition
We extend the ACE terminology from single document to cross-document setting, and define the following new terminology: centroid entities: N person entities most frequently appearing as arguments of events. temporal event chain: a list of temporally-ordered events involving the same centroid entity.
Our cross-document IE task is defined as follows: Input: A test set of documents Ouput: Identify a set of centroid entities, and then for each centroid entity, link and order the events centered around it on a time line. For example, Figure 1 presents a temporal event chain involving "Toefting".
Evaluation Metrics
We introduce the following new measures to gauge the effectiveness of a cross-document IE system.
(1) Centroid Entity Detection
To measure how well a system performs in selecting the correct centroid entities in a set of documents, we compute the Precision, Recall and F-measure of the top N centroid entities identified by the system as a function of N (the value of N can be considered as reflecting the 'compression ratio' in a summarization task):
• A centroid entity is correctly detected if its substring matches a reference centroid.
In the reference the centroids are the top N entities ranked by the number of events in which that entity appears as an argument. 
… …
For those correctly identified centroid entities, we will use a standard ranking metric, normalized Kendall tau distance [7] , to evaluate how a system performs in ranking:
• Normalized Kendall tau distance (Centroid Entities) = the fraction of correct system centroid entity pairs out of salience order.
• Centroid Entity Ranking Accuracy = 1-Normalized Kendall tau distance (Centroid Entities) (2) Browsing Cost: Incorporate Novelty/Diversity into F-Measure It's important to measure how well a system performs at presenting the events involving the centroid entities accurately. The easiest solution is to borrow the argument based F-Measure in the traditional IE task. However, as we pointed out in section 2.3(3), many events are reported redundantly across multiple documents, we should incorporate novelty and diversity into the metric and assign penalties to the redundant event arguments.
We define an evaluation metric Browsing Cost which is similar to the Search Length i metric [8] for this purpose:
• An argument is correctly extracted in an event chain if its event type, string (the full or partial name) and role match any of the reference argument mentions.
• Two arguments in an event chain are redundant if their event types, event time, string (the full or partial name) and roles overlap.
• Browsing Cost (i) = the number of incorrect or redundant event arguments that a user must examine before finding i correct event arguments. If an event chain contains more redundant information, then the browsing cost is larger. We examine the centroid entities in rank order and, for each argument, the events in temporal order, inspecting the arguments of each event. (3) Temporal Correlation: Measure Coherence Since the traditional IE task doesn't evaluate event ordering, we shall use the correlation metric to evaluate how well a system performs at presenting the events in proper temporal order for each event chain. Assume the event chain ec includes a set of correct arguments argset, then the temporal correlation is measured by:
• Temporal Correlation (ec) = the correlation of the temporal order of argset in the system output and the answer key. The overall system performance is measured by the average value of the temporal correlation scores of all the event chains. In assessing temporal correlation, we should also take into account the number of argument pairs over which temporal order is measured:
• Argument recall = number of unique and correct arguments in response / number of unique arguments in key The general idea follows the event ordering metric in TempEval [9] , but we evaluate over event arguments instead of triggers because in our task the representation of a node in the chain is extended from an event trigger to a structured aggregated event including fine-grained information such as event types, arguments and their roles. Also similar to TempEval we focus more on the temporal order of events instead of the exact date associated with each individual event. This is different from other time identification and normalization tasks such as TERN 2 . We believe for a cross-document IE task, the exact date normalization results are less crucial. In some cases the system can insert the events into the correct positions in the chains even by only detecting rough date periods (e.g. "a few weeks ago"). Our temporal correlation metric is able to assign appropriate credit to these cases.
A Cross-document IE System
We have developed a system performing this new crossdocument IE task. Figure 2 depicts the overall architecture of our system. 
System Overview

Baseline Single-document IE System
We first apply a state-of-the-art English ACE singledocument IE system [10] which can extract events from individual documents. This IE system includes entity extraction, time expression extraction and normalization, relation extraction and event extraction. The event extraction component combines pattern matching with a set of Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) classifiers for trigger labeling, argument identification and argument classification. Each of these classifiers produces local confidence values [3] .
What's New
The following sections will describe the various challenges in this new task and our current techniques to address them, including: . Except for the cross-document argument refinement techniques in section 6.1 which is based on prior work, all other components are newly developed in this paper.
Centroid Entity Detection
After we harvest a large inventory of events from singledocument IE, we label those person entities involved frequently in events with high confidence as centroid entities. We first construct the candidates through a simple form of cross-document coreference (section 5.1) and then rank these candidates (section 5.2).
Cross-document Name Coreference
We merge two person name mentions <mention i , mention j > into one candidate centroid if they satisfy either of the following two conditions:
• identified as coreferential by single-document coreference resolution; or • in different documents, there is a name i referring to mention i and a name j referring to mention j (if several names, taking the maximal name in each document), and name i and name i are equal or one is a substring of the other. Using this approach we can avoid linking "Rod Stewart" and "Martha Stewart" into the same entity. In the future we intend to exploit more advanced crossdocument person name disambiguation techniques (e.g. [11] , [12] ) to resolve ambiguities.
Global Entity Ranking
Because the candidate entities are extracted automatically, and so may be erroneous, we want to promote those arguments which are both central to the collection (high frequency) and more likely to be accurate (high confidence). We exploit global confidence metrics to reach both of these goals. The intuition is that if an entity is involved in events frequently as well as with high extraction confidence, it is more salient.
Our basic underlying hypothesis is that the salience of an entity e i should be calculated by taking into consideration both its confidence and the confidence of other entities {e j } connected to it, which is inspired by PageRank [13] . Therefore for each entity e i , we construct a set of related entities as follows:
{n j | n j is a name, n j and e i are coreferential or linked by a relation; and n j is involved in an event mention}
Then we compute the salience of e i based on local confidence lc by the baseline single-document event extraction, and select the top-ranked entities as centroid entities: (
i j k j k salience e lc n event = ∑∑
Cross-document Event Refinement
Any extraction errors from the baseline system, especially on name and time arguments, will be compounded in our new cross-document IE task because they are vital to centroid detection and temporal ordering. We shall exploit knowledge derived from the background data (related documents and Wikipedia) to improve performance.
Cross-document Argument Refinement
We apply the cross-document inference techniques as described in [3] to improve name argument labeling performance. We detect clusters of similar documents and aggregate similar events across documents, and then for each cluster (a "super-document") we propagate highly consistent and frequent arguments to override other, lower confidence, extraction results, by favoring interpretation consistency across sentences and related documents.
Global Time Discovery
About 50% of the event mentions produced by singledocument IE don't include explicit time arguments. However, many documents come from a topically-related news stream, so we can recover some event time arguments by gleaning knowledge from other documents.
(1) Time Search from Related Documents and Wikipedia
We analyze the entire background data and store the extracted events into an offline knowledge base:
Event type, {argument entity i , role i | i =1 to n}, Event time, global confidence
Then if any event mention in the test collection is missing its time argument, we can search for this event type and arguments in the knowledge base, seeking the time argument with the highest global confidence. In the following we give two examples for discovering time from related documents and Wikipedia respectively.
In the following example, the single-document IE system is not able to identify a time argument for the "interview" event in the test sentence. The related documents, however, do include the time "Wednesday" (which is resolved to 2003-04-09), so we can recover the event time in the test sentence.
[ 
(2) Statistical Implicit Time Prediction
Furthermore, we exploited a time argument prediction approach as described in [14] . We manually labeled 40 ACE05 newswire texts and trained a MaxEnt classifier to determine whether a time argument from an event mention EM i can be propagated to the other event mention EM j . The features used include the event types of EM i and EM j , whether they are located in the same sentence, if so the number of time expressions in the sentence; whether they share coreferential arguments, if so the roles of the arguments. This predictor is able to propagate time arguments between two events which indicate some precursor/consequence, subevent or causal relation (e.g. from a "Conflict-Attack" event to a "LifeDie/Life-Injure" event).
Cross-document Event Aggregation
The degree of similarity among events contained in a group of topically-related documents is much higher than the degree of similarity within an article, as each article is apt to describe the main point as well as necessary shared background. Therefore we also take into account other events that have already been generated to maximize diversity among the event nodes in a chain and completeness for each event node. In order to reach these goals, a simple event coreference solution is not enough. We also aggregate other relation types between two events: Subset, Subsumption and Complement as shown in Table 1 .
Besides using cross-document name coreference to measure the similarity between a pair of arguments, we adopted some results from ACE relation extraction, e.g. using "PART-WHOLE" relations between arguments to determine whether one event subsumes the other. Earlier work on event coreference (e.g. [15] ) in the MUC program was limited to several scenarios such as terrorist attacks and management succession. In our task we are targeting wider and more fine-grained event types.
Experimental Results
In this section we will describe our answer-key event chain annotation and then present experimental results.
Data and Answer-key Annotation
We used 106 newswire texts from ACE 2005 training corpora as our test set. Then we extracted the top 40 ranked person names as centroid entities, and manually created temporal event chains by two steps: (1) Aggregated reference event mentions; (2) Filled in the implicit event time arguments from the background data.
The annotations of (1) and (2) were done by two annotators independently and adjudicated for the final answer-key. In total it took one annotator about 8 hours and the other 10 hours. The inter-annotator agreement is around 90% for step (1) and 82% for step (2) . We used 278,108 texts from English TDT-5 corpus and 148 million sentences from Wikipedia as the source as our background data. In these event chains there are 140 events with 368 arguments (257 are unique). The top ranked centroid entities are "Bush", "Ibrahim", "Putin", "Al-douri", "Blair", etc.
Centroid Entity Detection
First we use the arguments generated directly from single-document IE to detect 40 centroid entities, obtaining an F-measure of 55%. When we apply the cross-document name argument refinement techniques before argument ranking, the F-measure is enhanced to 67.5%, and we can cover all key centroid entities by using the top 76 system output arguments.
The ranking accuracy of the 40 correct system centroid entities is 72.95%. For comparison we computed two baselines: (1) random ranking: with accuracy about 42%; (2) ranked by the position where the first mentions of the centroid entities appear as event arguments in the test corpus, with accuracy 47.31%. We can see that our cross-document IE method achieved much higher accuracy than both baselines.
Browsing Cost
For all the system generated event chains which center around the 40 correct centroid entities, we present the browsing cost results in Figure 3 . Figure 3 indicates that for the event chains generated entirely from single-document IE, a user needs to browse 117 incorrect/redundant arguments before seeing 71 correct arguments. By adding cross-document event aggregation, the browsing effort is slightly reduced to seeing 103 incorrect/redundant arguments. The most notable result is that after applying cross-document name argument correction, the number of correct arguments is increased to 79 while the number of incorrect/redundant arguments is significantly reduced to 54. Global time discovery provided further gains: 85 correct arguments after seeing 51 incorrect/redundant ones. The final system resulted in a 60.7% user browsing effort reduction compared to the baseline before seeing 71 correct arguments; and extracted an additional 19.7% unique correct arguments. Table 2 shows the argument temporal ordering correlation score for each step. The 4 methods are listed in the legend for Figure 3 . The difference among these methods is partly reflected by the number of scored argument pairs, as shown in the argument recall scores. As a first (crude) approximation, events can be ordered according to the time that they are reported. We treat this as our baseline. Table 2 . Temporal Correlation
Temporal Correlation
As we can see, for news stories text order by itself is a poor predictor of chronological order (only 3.71% correlation with the true order). We can generally conclude that our cross-document IE-driven methods can produce significantly better temporal order than the baseline, and thus more coherent extraction results.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, no research group has combined ranking and linking for cross-document IE. Hence in this section, we present related work in other areas for ranking and linking separately.
Text summarization progressed from single-document to multi-document processing by centroid based sentence linking and ranking (e.g. [5] , [6] ). Accurate ranking techniques such as PageRank [13] have greatly enhanced information retrieval.
Recently there has been heightened interest in discovering temporal event chains, especially, the shared task evaluation TempEval [9] involved identifying temporal relations in TimeBank [17] . For example, [18] applied supervised learning to classify temporal and causal relations simultaneously for predicates in TimeBank. [19] extracted narrative event chains based on common protagonists. Our work is also similar to the task of topic detection and tracking [20] under the condition that each 'node' for linking is an event extracted by IE instead of a story.
Several recent studies have stressed the benefits of going beyond traditional single-document extraction and taking advantage of information redundancy. In particular, [3, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] have emphasized this potential in their work. As we present in section 6, the central idea of cross-document argument refinement can be applied to discover knowledge from background data, and thus significantly improve local decisions.
In this paper we import these ideas into IE while taking into account some major differences. Following the original idea of centering [2] and the approach of centering events involving protagonists [19] , we present a similar idea of detecting 'centroid' arguments. We operate cross-document instead of single-document, which requires us to resolve more conflicts and ambiguities. In addition, we study the temporal event linking task on top of IE results. In this way we extend the representation of each node in the chains from an event trigger to a structured aggregated event including fine-grained information such as event types, arguments and their roles. Compared to [5, 6] , we also extend the definition of "centroid" from a word to an entity; and target at linking extracted facts instead of sentences. On the other hand, we cannot simply transfer the traditional relevance or salience based ranking approaches in IR and multi-document summarization because of the incorrect facts extracted from IE. Therefore we incorporate quality into the ranking metric. Furthermore by incorporating global evidence we correct the original extracted facts and discover implicit time arguments.
Then we presented and evaluated a system for performing this task. We investigated various challenging aspects of this new task and showed how to address them by exploiting techniques such as cross-document argument refinement, global time discovery and crossdocument event aggregation. Experiments have shown that the performance of cross-document event chain extraction is significantly enhanced over the traditional single-document IE framework.
In this paper we presented event chains involving person entities, but this approach can be naturally extended to other entity types, such as tracking company start/end/acquire/merge activities. In addition we plan to automatically adjust cross-document event aggregation operations according to different compression ratios provided by the users. We are also interested in identifying more event types and their lexical realizations using paraphrase discovery techniques.
